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Appendixx C 
Normss and Distances 

C.ll  Norms and Distances on Vectors and Matrices 
absolutee value \x\: For a complex value I É C , its absolute value, or norm, is defined 

byy \x\ = \/xx*. 

Summ norm ||aj||i: For a complex valued vector x e C", the sum norm is defined 
byy ||x||i = ]TV \xi\. This norm is also called the £\, or Manhattan norm. For 
bitvectorss x e {0, l } n the sum norm corresponds with the Hamming weight of a 
bitt string: \\x\li = "number of ones in x". 

Euclidean,, or  £2» vector  norm ||a?||2: For a complex valued vector x € C", its norm 
iss defined by ||£||2 = \/Y^ixixt-

Max,, or  €00, norm ||ÜJ[[OO: For a complex valued vector x € Cn, the max norm is 
definedd by ||a;||oo = max*  |XJ|. 

Fidelity ::  The fidelity between two mixed states p and a is defined by 

F(p,, a) = tr t yjy/p  a  y/pj , 

althoughh the reader should be warned that some authors use the square of this 
value. . 

Euclideann matri x norm ||A||2: For a complex valued matrix A € M„(C), the Eu-
clideann norm is defined by 

Alternativee names are: £2, Frobenius, Hilbert-Schmidt, or Schur norm. 
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Wee call this norm unitarily invariant because \\U  A  V\\2 = \\A\\2 for unitary 
U,U, V e U(n). From this invariance it follows, using the SV decomposition, that 
wee have 

Ml.. = ft* 
withh <Tj the singular values of A, and hence for normal matrices 

Ml»» = Jl>l 2. 

wheree A*  are the eigenvalues of A. 

Tracee norm || A||t r : For a matrix A € Mn(C), the trace norm is defined by 

\\A\\\\A\\tTtT = t r ( 7Z^ ) = £ > , 
i i 

withh £Tj the singular values of A. From this definition it follows that for normal 
matricess the trace norm equals 

PLL = Z>l. 
i i 

wheree Ai, A2,... are the eigenvalues of A. 

Inn the case of positive, semidefinite matrices we thus have ||j4|[tr — tr(j4), hence 
thee name of this norm. (As a consequence, all proper density matrices obey 

llPlltrr = 1-) 
Thee usefulness of this norm lies in the distance \\p - o\\tr it defines between 
twoo density matrices p and a. For any measurement setting V = {PJ (with 
Yli^i^iYli^i^i = -0» me total variation distance between p and a is bounded from 
abovee by 

\\P\\P ~ Hltr  > E l Prob(> = P")  - Prob(" ^  = Pi% 
Pi€V Pi€V 

withh Prob("p = P*") = (F(Pj, p))2. If we choose the projectors Pt of V to be 
thee eigenvectors of p — cr, then we obtain the above bound, hence 

||pp - a\\u = max ( £ |Prob("p = Pf) - Prob("<r = Pf )| j . 
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Bothh the Euclidean and the trace norm are matrix norms because they obey the follow-
ingg properties (see Chapter 5 in [54] for much more on this topic): 

1.. nonnegative: \\A\\ > 0 

2.. positive: ||A|| = 0 if and only if A = 0 

3.. homogeneous: ||o^4|j = \a\  \\A\\ for all a € C 

4.. triangle inequality: ||-4 + £|| < ||A|| + ||i?ll 

5.. submultiplicative: \\AB\\ < \\A\\  ||B||. 

Inn addition, for the tensor product between two matrices, we also have the equality 

.. p ® B | | = | |AH|B| |. 

AA very useful relation between the trace and the Euclidean norm is easily shown 
byy the inequalities ^ ]T\ ot < y/Y^i a1 ^ Jli °~i *° r ^ y n nonnegative values 
ai,..ai,...,., an. If we take these Ui to be the singular values of A, we see that 

N I 22 < \\A\\U < yfc-\\A\\2, (C.1) 

fora lMeM„(C). . 

C.22 Norms on Superoperators 

Tracee induced superoperator  norm: For a superoperator E : Mn(C) —  Mm(C) we 
cann use the trace norm to define 

11 tr w U\\« 
Iff  E is a positive, trace preserving mapping, then | | i?|t r = 1. A drawback of 
thiss norm is that it can increase if we tensor E with the identity operator. Take 
forr example the one qubit transpose, with T(A) = AT, which has | T |t r = 1, 
butalso|T(g)I2||t rr = 2. 

Diamondd superoperator  norm: Let E : Af„(C) —» Afm(C) be a linear superopera-
tor,, the diamond norm can then be defined by 

m\.m\. = P^IL 
Thee reader is referred to the original articles [3, 62] by Alexei Kitaev et al. for 
moree details. One of the appealing properties of this norm is its robustness: 
| £ ® I | 00 = | l ? |4 . 

Iff  E is a completely positive, trace preserving transformation, then |f i?f|0 = 1. 
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Euclideann induced superoperator  norm: We define a norm for a superoperator E : 
MMnn(C)(C) —> Mm(C), by the maximization of the Euclidean norm for matrices: 

A#>A#> \\A\\2 

Itt is straightforward to show that this norm is, like the diamond norm, robust: 
\\E\\E ® I |2 = | .E|2, for the identity operator I. 

Byy the bounds of Equation C.l, we have for any superoperator E : Mn(C) —> Mm(C) 

\jEj\\jEj\ 22 < M\m\tT and \\E\ltt < ^m|£7|2. 

Becausee \\E ® I |2 — \jE\\2, we thus obtain an upper bound on the diamond norm in 
termss of the trace norm: 

t\Ej\t\Ej\ 00 = Ifiü^Ut r  < y/^lE®Ul 2 = V^\lE\l 2 < nV^l^lt, , 

inn combination with the trivial lower bound ||£?||tr < 1-Efl̂ . 


